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THE PROBLEM.

Having already set in train a billion-dollar transformation of Australia’s Recycling industry to tackle plastics, paper, glass and 
tyres, the Government is setting its sights on the 800,000 tonnes of clothing and textiles discarded by Australians each year. 
Australians discard an average of 31 kilos of textiles per person annually, at a national rate of 15 tonnes of textile waste 
every ten minutes. 
https://minister.awe.gov.au/evans/media-releases/tackling-textile-waste-school-uniforms-tradies-gear

Textiles waste is one of the fastest growing waste streams in Australia and end of life uniforms account for an estimated 
11,000 tonnes of textile waste every year. Less than 1% of uniforms are recycled, with the rest ending up in landfill.
ACTA. Circular Threads developed a business case for AWE.

A further report in 2021 by ACTA for the NSW Environment Protection Authority (EPA) found that “between 2005-2019 an 
average of 328,904t of textile products have been imported to NSW annually, which is close to a re-estimated figure of 
304,749t discarded by residents and businesses in NSW.”

“Of those discarded textiles, 62,570t of textiles are exported for reuse by the charity sector, around 800t textiles are 
recycled (mainly offshore), and 241,379t is disposed of in landfill.”

Of that NSW waste a total of 137,316t (57%) is discarded by households via kerbside collection, bulky waste and illegal 
dumping. 85,338t (35%) is discarded by businesses and 18,752t (8%) is discarded by the charity sector to landfill and 
excluding the 62,570t exported.



The Circular Centre believes that a great portion of the current textile waste 
that goes both offshore and into landfill is an opportunity for Australia to 
harness the resources, mitigate the emissions and control the output of 
pollution. 

This will also foster industries plus provide jobs and training within Australia.  

Through the Circular Centre the current Circular Textile Waste Service has 
existing circular systems ready to scale and help meet the demand plus keep 
resources and jobs in Australia.  The Service has been operating for Mosman 
Council’s residential pick-up and Virgin Australia uniforms & workwear.

The Circular Centre provides an industry led solution for textile waste to avoid 
and reduce the environmental and human health impacts of textile waste. 

In addition, to replace the majority of existing textiles that are currently 
producing microplastics, we have two new textile product developments that 
also deliver textile waste solutions; one enables both home and commercial 
composting the textile waste when our CircStretch textiles are used in 
activewear, swimwear, apparel etc and the second is an exciting recycling 
partnership with an Australian university.

Both of these innovations have an enormous ability to scale and export 
worldwide.

A SOLUTION.

Visit CC News to read more about the Roundtable
http://www.environment.gov.au/protection/waste/product-stewardship/textile-waste-roundtable

Alison Jose was invited by the Hon Sussan Ley MP, Minister for the 
Environment and The Hon Trevor Evans MP, Assistant Minister for 
Waste Reduction and Environmental Management,
Commonwealth and Industry to exhibit and participate at the
National Clothing Textile Waste Roundtable at Australian Parliament 
House, Canberra, Wednesday 26 May 2021



REPLACE - REUSE - REPAIR - REDESIGN -
REPURPOSE - RESELL
Our Circular Textile Waste Service currently recycles clothing, uniforms + workwear, plus keeps 
resources and jobs in Australia.

Think of a circular jigsaw where garments + textiles come in and out of our circular systems to ensure 
they stay local and out of landfill plus the resources remain at their highest value for longer. The 
Circular Centre’s services for uniforms + workwear currently :

• provide a circular economy service to mitigate emissions + pollution

• collect and valorise textile waste (unwearables + unusables) and divert the resources through a 
system of circular streams to reuse, repair, redesign + safely repurpose into new local products

• support circular innovation to keep 100% of the resources out of landfill + onshore

• reduce textile waste to landfill waste facilities 

• offer jobs and training for Australian disability enterprises

• combine a human centered workforce + smart tech to fast-track processing

• Through STSC, we wholesale safe sustainable textiles including CircStretch to replace synthetic 
textiles with non-toxic compostable to combat microplastics

• Educate on our home compostable textile solutions

• Offer take-back systems for uniforms + workwear to be sorted, valorized and if using CircStretch, 
to accelerate breaking down in commercial composting systems.

“we aim to do good not 
just less bad”

To paraphrase 
William McDonough, 
Cradle to Cradle Design
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CIRCULAR DESIGN 
PATHWAYS.
DESIGN OUT WASTE 
+ POLLUTION

• NEW. CIRCULAR TEXTILES + COMPOSTING

• OLD. CIRCULAR TEXTILE WASTE SERVICE
• Stage 1. Collection + transport
• Stage 2. Valorise + Dismantle + Redistribute
• Stage 3. Circular streams

• Reuse
• Repair
• Redesign
• Repurpose

• Stage 4. Resell – Circular Market
• Stage 5. Data collection, Blockchain & LCA

See Slide 17 for cost 
estimates for the 
Service.  





NEW. CIRCULAR TEXTILE + COMPOSTING

CLIENTS CAN DESIGN NEW GARMENTS TO BE COMPOSTED
• STSC has developed CircStretch to replace all synthetics where stretch is required. 

https://www.stscecotextiles.com/circstretch-bio-stretch

• Using natural fibres like GOTS organic cotton, TENCEL™ Modal and Birla Modal plus 

EcoVero™ we’ve blended with the world’s first Cradle to Cradle® 100% home 

compostable stretch in less than 300 days. 

• Combine with our TENCEL™ sewing thread and rubber and organic cotton elastic for 

compostable garments.

COMMERCIAL COMPOSTING.

Commercial composting Trials start approx. August 2021 for swimwear, activewear + 

underwear to accelerate the composting to mitigate emissions and commercially 

compost with commercial composting systems. 

Implement a QR Code Take-back service using a composable sealed pouch and take-back 

for customers who can’t home compost. Contact Alison Jose to request the full 

CircStretch presentation.



OLD. CIRCULAR TEXTILE WASTE SERVICE

TAKE-BACK FROM
GOVERNMENT, COUNCILS, COMMUNITIES, 
CORPORATE, CHARITIES

The Circular Centre received small funding for aspects of the Circular Textile Waste Service by the
NSW ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AUTHORITY,

WASTE LESS RECYCLE MORE INITIATIVE FUNDED FROM THE WASTE LEVY

1. Commercial – bulk – 8-10 tonnes per week.

2. Councils - uniforms + residents unwearables & usables*

3. Uniforms + workwear 

4. Fashion + apparel - deadstock & take-back

5. Community – mixed*
* Mixed + unwearables & 
unusables includes 
underwear, bras, socks, all 
textiles except feathers



PROVIDING JOBS + TRAINING
FOR AUSTRALIAN DISABILITY ENTERPRISES

Nationwide rollout.
We work closely with ADE Managers to select and train 

teams plus train one Supervisor per ADE to manage the 

teams and circular stream distribution.  

Our CTWS Team Training plus Policy & Procedure Manual is 

modelled on the NDIS so that we firstly work with the ADE to 

engage staff based on their individual skillset, interest in the 

job and then work to their strengths.

Each ADE is unique taking into account the location, logistics 

and availability of staff and transport, fork-lifts etc.  Our Pilot 

was conducted in a relatively small space with Level 4 staff 

requiring full-time assistance.  This helped us to develop the 

flow of the service so that it caters for a wide variety of 

parameters.

Continue to slide 33 to learn more about our ADE’s.



UNIFORMS + WORKWEAR
Redistribute to our 23 current circular streams.

See information on our Case Study for Virgin Australia.



BULK 
COMMERCIAL 
TEXTILE WASTE

SOFT SIGNAGE + INTERIOR FURNISHINGS + 
DEADSTOCK + APPAREL “OFF-CUTS”
Diverting and repurposing 8-10 tonnes/wk into mattresses in Australia.  
By mid 2022 we aim to divert 300 tonnes in the first year.

JOBS/INCOME FOR ADE’s.
Clients can either strip the banners in-house or we offer this work to our ADE teams. 

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
Coritex Digital Print Media 
and AFI Branding

“Every month, we print in excess of 
15,000m2 of fabric displays and we 
recognise we have a responsibility to 
where that fabric ends up. 

In 2019, we launched the first fabric take-
back scheme in the signage industry – ‘be 
sustainable’ to a great response. We are 
excited to continue shaping the future of 
textile flow in Australia.

Glenn Watson, AFI Branding

REPORT BY ACTA FOR THE NSW 
ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AUTHORITY 
(EPA), 2021



Play video

CTWS WORKING FOR COUNCILS



NOTE. Can be a 2-person job to meet the skill set of 
differing ADE staff
• COST. Estimated between $22,000 - 28,000 to 

complete the trial gantry system.
• Our first trial in NSW we are applying for 50% of the 

funding from NSW EPA and currently seeking further 
funding via Edge Environment who have completed the 
on-site assessment.

• Time frame approximately six months to build and 
test.

We are currently working with the Queensland University of 
Technology  and Dr Alice Payne, Associate Professor in Fashion, 
School of Design, a program leader in Centre for a Waste-Free World
to create a safer and faster dismantling process.

Combining human centered design and AI our collaboration with 
QUT aims to purchase a newly designed Button Removal Robotic 
Arm. QUT works with R&D using robotic systems, developing 
system for garment disassembly, innovation in robotics working with 
unstructured materials such as textiles. 

WP1: Development of software for the robust detection of buttons 
WP2: Design and prototyping of robotic tool for button removal 
WP3: Integration with a decision system for button removal using 
visual servoing.

Alison has worked with Frederic Maire, Senior Lecturer Robotics to 
make some requested adjustments to incorporate WH&S protocols. 
For the first system we are seeking 50% funding from NSW EPA and 
50% from other sources.

R&D. Robotic Button Removal System



R&D.

Request from 
Achieve Australia 
team to 
Queensland 
University of 
Technology

“QUT please invent us a robot arm” for easy zipper removal.

Play video



STAGE 3. 
CIRCULAR 
STREAMS in brief 

REUSE
• We separate the “good” garments and homewares and donate 

to local charities.
• Dress for Success - corporate wear is donated plus we take their 

denim (TBC)
• Bras donated to REPLAY charity - diverted to Australian 

Indigenous and African communities. Take back Service for 
damaged bras

REPAIR
• Sewing teams at ADE’s will do minor repairs to selected 

garments.  ADEs can then resell for income or donate to local 
organisations. 

• Payment for the sewing team’s time is calculated and charged to 
the client eg council or business with potential rebates to off-set 
the cost by re-selling.

REDESIGN
• Circular Denim Project. We take all denim; the good, the bad 

and the ugly.  It’s diverted to designers and fashion students 
such as Australia’s Largest Denim Redesign Competition 
created for General Pants Co. and their 1000s of denim 
pieces dropped off in-store as part of their Denim Amnesty.

• Assembled Threads – is a social enterprise supporting the 
long-term unemployed amongst marginalised members of 
our community. 

• They specialise in the social procurement of uniforms 
“waste” plus currently working on using commercially 
laundered hospital sheets to re-print and make babies sheet 
sets.



STAGE 3. …/cont
in brief 

REDESIGN
• TOWELS. Donated to design duo This is Jamoo who redesign 

into “new” jumpers.
• COTTON SHIRTS. Eloise Rapp, Push Pull Textiles - natural 

fibre buttoned shirts are donated
• Remnant Textiles. We accept textile waste to redistribute to 

designers, community organisations and ADEs who can use 
to redesign into other products. Eg Local designers have 
been using Stylecraft furniture fabrics into bags to use at the 
ADE’s to replace the striped plastic bags.

• If they are “unusable” they are turned into mattress toppings 
through our bulk “unused” textiles service or repurposed 
through streams below.  

REPURPOSE

• 100% SYNTHETIC unworn commercial waste. Mattress filling 
Made in Australia.

• 100% SYNTHETIC OR MIXED BLENDS. Non-wovens; carpet, 
underlay, sound proofing, acoustic panels, furniture filler, 
fashion fillers, etc.

• 100% COTTON. Future development with Australian 
university on a world first fibre to fibre solution to produce 
yarn then mill overseas with our mills. 18-24 months. 

• 100% WOOL.  Planet Protector Packaging plus wool filters 
and blankets.

• LUXURY TEXTILES. Leather, silk, embroidery etc is collected 
and donated to fashion designers for reuse.

• TRIMS & HARDWARE. Worne.world re-sells good buttons, 
zippers, elastic etc to Australian designers.

**Contact us to receive the CTWS Full Presentation that

goes into in depth details about the individual circular 

streams, ADEs and partners.



Assessment Fee. 

The Assessment Fee is between $200 and $600+ GST.  It is non-refundable and included in 
the One Time Set Up Fee if you proceed with the full Service.

Through this process we determine costs for the CTWS following an assessment of your 
waste material types, fibre types, suitable circular streams, security and IP, coordination of 
logistics and transport, infrastructure requirements, partnerships and timeframes.  Each job is 
different, some more complicated than others.

• First Step is to fill in the Assessment Form to determine the fee.

• Following invoice payment, the Next Step is to send a detailed assessment of your service 
including the circular streams with transparent cost breakdowns.

The Quote will include a breakdown of the following:

• One time Setup fee - starts at $500, most will be around $2500 and with larger systems 
around $5000+ depending on logistic requirements such as site visits, interstate travel 
etc.

• Admin fee for ongoing services, regular collection and reporting

• Base rate – the Quote will help us estimate a base rate calculated on weight + time + 
weight depending on selected circular streams - many streams are at no cost to clients.

• Local transport requirements for collection and re-distribution by ADE 

• Interstate Transport eg bulk is sent to Melbourne or Queensland until at least end 2022 
where we hope to add NSW as a solutions provider.

• Repurposing fees – depending on which circular stream is required.

COSTS TO CUSTOMERS



REBATE SYSTEM.
• Where possible and when appropriate we try to donate your resources before choosing 

options that will add cost to your service.
• In addition, we try to “make a return” from your resources.  This enables us to put income 

back into the circular system to offer and increase customers rebates.  
• Sales via our Circular Market will grow and increase rebates however this will take time for 

more circular products to enter various re-sell markets including auto, building and interiors.  
• Additionally, we look to using your mitigated carbon emissions and earn income from the 

federal governments Emissions Reduction Fund.  This concept is a little way off as we wait 
for the government to assist.

CLIENTS RECEIVE.
• Reports on transparent costs e.g. costs for Disability enterprise staff
• Data via a Life Cycle Assessment
• Mitigation of carbon emissions – may be able to claim or earn from Emissions Reduction 

Fund
• Use of the Zero Textile Waste Certification, Media Pack and PR support
• We are currently working to secure Made in Australia status and Cradle to Cradle 

Certification.
• Destruction Certificates

See below detailed information on the circular streams, Stages, disability 
enterprise and partners.

CUSTOMER RETURNS



CIRCULAR CENTRE TEAM
ALISON JOSE (2nd from right)
Director, Circular Centre

Alison’s role as Director is to work with government and clients and to 
manage and oversee the scope of works from the clients through to the 
Circular Centre team, contractors, plus partner relationships with our 
ADEs and directly with the ADE teams for training plus the circular 
stream network. 

Alison also works with the Mills and clients for sustainable textile 
development plus marketing.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/alisonjose/

GINIA CHU (on the left)
Project Manager, Circular Textile Waste Service and STSC.

Ginia’s role is to project manage the implementation of the CTWS Team 
Training plus has been instrumental in the creation of the Service and 
Manual, working directly with the ADE’s, the on-site Supervisor and the 
teams. 

Ginia also does the Initial training to train the ADEs plus assist the 
Supervisors and the distribution and facilitation of redistribution to the 
23+ circular streams.

Ginia is also a textile specialist who works with the Mills and clients on 
sustainable textile development and manufacturing.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ginia-chu-32327220b/

SEAN STARK (2nd from left)
CONTRAST MEDIA 
https://contrastmedia.com.au

Sean and his experienced team documented the eight week Pilot at 
Achieve Australia plus Mosman Council.  Our clients and media can 
work directly with Sean to capture your story and/or use existing 
footage and stills to help tell your own story.



CONTRACTORS
Dr Kate Ringvall, Ringvall Circularity Consulting

Kate is based in Canberra and has worked in the sustainability field for more than 25 years and recently finished a role as Sustainability Country 
Director at IKEA Australia.  She has a Masters in Public Policy and a PhD in Planning and areas of expertise and interest include the Circular Economy, 
Sustainability in Business, Sustainability Branding, Sustainable Urban Planning, Sustainable Cities, Sustainable Transport, Transit Orientated 
Development, and Energy Efficiency in the Built Environment. 

Kate has worked for governments at all levels, large corporations, and Universities - implementing and integrating sustainability principles and 
practices. I'm also a Co-founder and a Governing Fellow of the Galactic Cooperative, who are leading the way for the development of a Circular 
Economy in WA, and now also a Founder of her own consultancy focusing exclusively on the Circular Economy.

RC’s role is to engage clients on behalf of the Circular Centre plus work directly with clients regarding project management, publicity, case studies, 
reporting and working with universities and facilitating R&D plus grant applications. 

LinkedIn Profile 

https://www.ringvallcircularity.consulting/



CONTACT.
Alison Jose
Director
M. 0414 289 778
info@circularcentre.com.au
www.circularcentre.com.au


